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r To who6 corrcspcndcncc should bc tddressed

Alexander Romanbvich Lfia (19W1917) spent much of
his life developing a unique approach to clinical neuropsy-

chology. This approach, which be saw as representative of
the 'Soviet' school, involved a qualitative and syndrome-

based investigation of distubed psychologrcal functions
resulting from brain injury, which he opposed ro the quanti-

tative methorls employed by the 'American' school (Luria
& Majovski, 1977). Thrcughout his copious writing5 Luria
repeatedly ackrowledged the influence of his colleague and
mentor, Lev Semonovich Vygosky (189G1934), whose

conribution to our unde$tanding of the social nanue of
mind, Luria maintained, constituted the basis of his life's
work (Luria, 1979),'Ilrc relationship between Luria's and

Vygorskyt work lates on a panicular'significance in South

Aftica in the light of a recent attempt (Toll4an & Msen-
gana, 1990) to translate a systematized version of Luria's
method, the ltia Neuropsychological Intestigation (Nf)
(Christensen, 1979), ino Zulu. Tollman and Msengana
(1990) suggest thaq ur ike previous Fanslations, theil
translation required major changes [o the LM because of
differences in culturc. In support of their argument Tollman
and Msengana (1990) refer !o another aspect of Luria's
work - the research expeditions to Uzbekistan (Luria,

l9't 6) - which they contend provide the rationale for
't' adaptiog the INI. In ttris regard we feel that Tollman and

Msengana (1990) are conflating two separate areas of
Lui.ia's work and that some aspects of their article do.not
accurately reflect either the facts of Luria's and VySotsky's

, work or the metlrod by which this work should be applied

in the South Afiican context. We wish to discuss certain of
these feaHres in detail.

The LNI and Luria's research in uzbeklstan
Much of the argument of Tollman and Msengana (1990)

relies on tle fact that the LM has previously been tanslated
'cross-culturally', by no less a person than Luria himself-
They sBte that the 'LM has been adapted for illircrate
Russian peasans' (p. 20). and cile Luria's (1976) research
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in suppofi of this. This statement is factually inconect.
. Luria's book, Cognitive dewlopment: Its cultural arul social
foundations is the publication of original research conducted
under Vygotsky's auspices to alemonstrate that 'the structurc
of mental acfivity - not just rhe specific content but also
the general forms basic to all cognitive Focesses - change
in the coune of historical development' (Luria, 1976, p. 8).
As such, the resarch be€rs no relationsbip to the lNI.
There is no mention of Christensen's (1979) work in the en-
tire monograph, and in fact the term 'neuropsychology'
does nol appear in the book. Rather than emanating from
Luria's later neuropsychological vork, the book is the
(much delayed) pnblication of the research findings of
Luria's 1931/1932 expedition to UzbekisEn. [ncidentally,
Toliman & Msengana (1990) inconectly refer to tlrc sub-
jects as ?ussran peasants', although Uzbekistan and Russia
are separate states within fte Soviet Union.l It describes
research carried out four yean before he tumed his attention
to neuropsychology (in 1936, see Lria, 1979, p. 56), and
almost tlo years befme Christensen developed the LM
(Christenser, 1979, p. 9). The rclationship between the LM
and. Cognitive development, suggested by Tollman and
Msengana (1990), does not exist.

The lmpllcations of Luria's work lor Zulu speakers
The LM makes it clear that tests must be 'within the grasp

of any normal - and even a relatively uneducattd - sub-
ject' (Christensen, 1979, p. 24). Thercfore it is surprising
that Tollman and Msengana (1990) find certain differences
between the cognitive abiliries of Zulu and English
speakers. These were observed even after franslation of the
LM, and were particularly marked in the visuo-spatial
sphere. To suppofl these findings they attempt to link their
results with those of Luria in Uzbekistan (repearedly citing
Cognitive development), together with extensive references
to the cultual backgound of the Zulu people. From this we
presume that they attribute the cognitive differences be-
tween English and Zulu speakers to cultural variation. We
believe that this conclusion reveals a general misunder-
standing of Vygotsky and Luria's fteorctical formularions.

Altlough characterized as 'cross-cultural' by some
western reseiuchers, Vygotsky's theory (and Luria's expe-
dition) is more properly seen as 'cross-lustorical' in so far
as ihey 'were concemed with the influence of sociocultural
institutions fiom one historical era on the cognitive activity
of individuals whose socialization had occuned dmid insti-
tutions from another era' (We sch, 1985, p. 34). In this
regard Uzbekistan in the early 1930s presented a unique
research situation because the region was experiencing a
funrlamental change in its socio-historical developmenc
Because of the unequal penetration of the process of col-
lectivization in Uzbeki society, Luria could assess the effe{t
of historical change on a continuum of illiterate to lit€rate
subjects. On the basis of his research findings Luria con-
cluded that 'as the basic forms of activity change, as liter-
acy is mastered, and a new stags of social and historical
practice is reached, majd sbifts occur in human menlal
activity' (Luria, 1976, p. 161). In other words, the change
from graphic-functional to formal mental activity occurred
among the Uzbeki people. Significandy, therefore, these
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differenc€s aotrred, regard.less of culture, because cogni-
tive functions 'do not have an a priori spfuioal character,

but arc the poduct of historical development' (Luria, 1971,

p. 568). Undersood in this way, the emphasis placed by
Tollman and Msengana's (1990) on the spiritual characteris-

dcs and cultural traditions of the Zulu people (pp. 23-24) is
not supported by Luria's research.

In misrepresenting the work of Luria and Yygosky, Toll-
man and Msengana (1990) propose an argument which
carries implications of which we prcsume they were un-
awars. Its basis is the assumption that the cognitive
differences (i.e. poor visuospatial abilities) found in their
sample are valid for all Zulu speakers, because they share a

common belief system. Thet sharp division between groups

based on culture is further supported by the fact that they

employ the unfortumte term 'species specific' @. 23) o
refer to differences in rhe cognitive abilities of children
within each culture. (We read this phrase as a confusion of
the terms 'culture' and 'species', an error which carries
potentially racist implications which we assume they did
not intend.) Their paper suggests that the performances of
'21 Zulu women in domestic employ' (p. 21) are represen-

tztve of all Zllrt spealcrs because of their common culture

- a dangerous assumption. This argument might be read as

implying, for example, that it is unsuitable to train Zulu
speakers as engineers, since they haye demonsrated that
(all) Zulu speakers have poor visuo-spatial abilities. This
clearly ignores the fact that the potential for leaming bears

no relationship to the belief system (or'cultural back-
ground') of an individual, and furthermore fails to

acknowledge that many Zulu speakers are no longer raised
in the 'Zulu cultue'.

Lurla's neuropsychology
Tollman and Msengana (190) see fte INI as intimately
related o Luria's work in clinical neuropsychology, and as

deriving much of its benefit from this association; for
example, they note that the LM is 'unique in its linkage to
an overall theory of brain function' (p. 20), which we
presume refers to Luria's model. Thus they align them-
selves with the 'Soviet' school of neurop,sychology (as one

of the authors has explicidy done in a previous publication
on the LM; Watts & Tollman, 1980). However, Luria him-
self has provided an exlensive commenfary on the differ-
ences between 'Soviet' and 'American' nelropsychology
an{ based on this, we find that the approach to assessment

which Tollman and Msengana (1990) describe does not
appear to be representative of the 'Soviet' school.

For examplq the Soviet approach relies on a detailed
lnowledge of the patient's medical history, while Tollman
and Msengana (190) offer no information on the history or
presenting features of their five cases. Indeed, they adopt
the 'American' method of assessing patients 'blind' (p. 21),

while Luria notes that the Soviet approach is characterized
by the deyelopment of a 'working hypothesis of the pa-

tient's presenting problem, in contradistinction to a 'blind'
approach (-uria & Majovski, 1977, p. 962, emphasis
added). Furthermore the fact that the LNI 'was adminis-
tered' (Iollman & Msengana, 1990, p. 2l) to subjects sug-
ges6 that the entire senes of tests was given to all patients
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(as one must do if a parient is assessed 'blind'). This rcu-
tine adminisration of a set of tests accurately fits Luria's
description of 'American' neuropsychology, which involves
'a banery of tests, administered in fle same ... systematized
fashion to all patients' (I-uria & Majovski,7977, p. 960).
Thus, using Luria's cdteria, it seems that the approach of
Tollman and Msengana (1990) would be far more appropri-
ately categorized as pan of tre 'American' tradidon in
neuropsychology. The adoption of such an approach, how-
ever, may well not be suilable for use in the South African
context, given the fact that patients seen by South Aftican
neuropsychologists vary gready with rcgard [o educational
background- It would seem more dppropriate to employ the
far more flexible (Soviet) approach to assessmenl and to
rely on qualitatiye results and the syndrome approach
(which has been so successfully employed in clinical medi-
cine).

In fact, the LNI makes it clear that the neuopsychologi-
cal examination is an integral part of the general medical
investigation (Christensen, 1979, p. 24) and, although not
all neuropsychologists can be expected to have undergone
medical and psychological E?ining (as Luda did), a basic
knowledge of the fundamentals of anatomy and pathology
can be expected. However, the attempts at localization
described in the anicle by Tollman and Msengana (1990)

apper not [o reflect such a lnowledge. They describe five
subjecs on whom they attempted to find agreemenc be-

tween the LM and CT scan reports. ln four of their cases
(Subjects 1, 2, 4 and 5) they cite no evidence of intra-
cerebral injury, dala which world normally be considered
manda[ory for a localization sudy. Instead Tollman and
Msengana (190) base their study largely on the location of
cranial fractures, although localization based on tiris
technique is nooriously unreliable (Kertesz, 1983, p. 1a).

Tollman and Msengana (1990) attempt only one true lo-
calization on a patient who had a clearly visualized brain
injury (Subject 3). Here the CT scan showed 'seyeral ...
inu'a-cranial foreign bodies' and patchy oedema 'thrcughout
both cerebral hemispheres' (p. 22, emphasis added) -clearly a case which is highly unsuitable for the purposes of
localization. Our perusal of the CT scan rcports suggests

that many of their cases @erhaps all but Subject 5) had
suffered a traumatic hea.d injury, implying that a localiza-
tion study was attempted with a type of pathology entirely
inappropriae for the purposes of localization (Damasio &
Geshwin4 1980. Orly in one case (Subject 5) does head
injury appear to be an unlikely cause of pathology. How-
ever, in ttris case the radiological findings (we presume X-
Ray) indicate atrophy at the base of lhe sku1l consistent
with raised intracranial pressure - a finding of no locali-
zing significance. Without entering into a discussion of
specific details of the other attempts, we feel that it is quite
unjustihed for Tollman and Msengana (1990) to propose

that ttrere is 'agreement' (p. 22) between their findings and
the CT scan repo(s. Moreover, one might question the need
to qlrry out a localization study on Zulu speakers in order
to validate the LNI. Is ic really necessary !o verify that
Zulus have psychological functions organized within the
brain in the same manner as people ftom other 'cultures'?

In conclusion, we feel that several aspects of both Luria's
and Vygotsky's thinking have been inconecdy represented
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by Tollman and Msengana (1990). The manner in which

their ranslation was verified the principles undcrlying this

process, and the conclusions which drey have dra*'n ftom

these findings demonslrate an apparent lack of familiarity
with *re firndamental theoretical assumptions of the work of
Luria and VygoskY'
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S.G. Tollman
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I bave read the above discussion (S,4/P vol. 21, no-I, 1991)

with interest, and I would judge that he author bas failed to

consider the following issues:

1. Luria's Neuropsychological lnvestigation
The origin of Luria's Neuropsychologlcal hvestigation
(LM) stems ftom his book entitled HiSher cortical functions
in man (fust edition 1966, second edition 1980) to which

the authon make no reference.
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1 .1 Objectives

Itr this seminal wdh which is crucial to the understanding
of the LNI, Luria outlines his theory of the Functional Or-
ganisation of the Brah the objective of a Clinical Neuro-
psychological Investigadon, and the procedure to be utilized
fs its execution. He wrote 'The principal objective of the
study of the higher cotical firnctions in tle presence of
local brain lesions is to describe the general patrern of
change taking place in mental activity anq from this, o
identify the fundamental defect, to determine the secondary

systemic disturbance, and in this way to attempt to explain
the syndrome rcsulting ftom the funtlamenul defecf (p

387).

1.2 The ditference between a 'process' approach and
psychomeuic testing
It worrld seem that the difference befween the neuro-
psychological 'ploc€ss' apFoach to assessment and psycho-
metric testing needs clarificadon. Luria clearly explains:
'Psychometric t€sts intended for the purpose of obtaining
prcliminary information on the psychological make-up of an

individual for diagnostic purposes may, in principle, be

divided ino two different types. One type (exemplified by
the Binet-Terman tes6 or any of their yadants) utilizes a

series of empirical Foblems whose psychological signifi-
cance is difficult to determine but which allows a quantita-

tive evaluation of successful performance so that tle subject

can be graded in a particular population. However, these

tess provide no basis for the qualitatiye analysis of the
psychological abnormalities on which the subject's defects
arc based ... Tbe second type of psychometric rest is de-

signed for the study of panicular mental functions: their
objective is to reveal the degree of disturbance of each of
these functions and !o express this degree "quantitatively"'
(p. 389). Examples cited arc thsls such as t}le Wechsler-
Bellevue series, and even 'tle well-lnown series of tests

suggest€d originally by Halstead (1947)' (p. 389.) Luria
maintained that although this type of evaluation 'may indi-
cate the degree of functional impairment in a particular

subject, it is quite unsuited for deErmining the qualiadve
feanires of the disturbance and is even less suited for
analysing the fundamental defe.ts responsible for the im-
pairment' (p. 390).

Tuming to the neuropsychological investigation, he wrote
that 'The result of the neuropsychological investigation
must never be limited to the simple statement that a

particular form of psychological. activity is "impaired" ... it
must indicate, as far as possible, the character of the

observed defect and the causes or f4ctors responsible for the

appsrance of this defect .., If a technique used in neuro-
psychological investigation permits a qualitative analysis to

be made of one existing distubance, and if it enables the

effect of this disturbance on the whole range of the patient's

mental activity to be studie4 the result obtained will be

reliable and of diagnostic importancel (p. 391.).

In summary, Luria's 'pr@ess' approach consists of an in-
dividralized case-sbrdy. It is a syndrome analysis based on

the principle of double dissociation. The investigation
proceeds accoding !o a hypothetico-deductive pmcess, !o
examine each of the higher mental processes. The list of
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behavioural symploms collectively constitute a behavioural
synclrome that has developed in response to a particular
form of brain injury. Thus the neuropsychologist, Luda
pointed out, 'must have a clear idea of the syn&omes
arising from brain lesions in various locafions, and he must
direct his investigation to the discovery of one of thesc
syndromes. Thd investigation satisfying these requirements
must include 4 sfficiently wide ranSe of dbsolute d.efr,nitive
tests to act as a guide among the geat yariety of distur-
bances that may a se from local brain lesions' (p. 390). It
is clear that although Luria's neuropsychological investiga-
tion does not stipulate the use of a specific invariant
number of tests for each individual, a whole range of tasks,

tapping many different aspects of information processing
for each of tie irigher mental functions must 'oe available io
the neuropsychologist for each neuropsychological investi-
gation in order !o achieve internal reliability and to identify
the syndrome. For example, the cause or underlying factor
leading to a particular speech difficulty as a consequence of
head trauma, can only be reliably isolated when investi-
gat€d within a holistic context that includes a wide range of
behaviours, and is linked to a coherent tleoretical under-
pinning.

A clear and easily understandable interpreation of
Luria's conceptions iS to be found in a publication entitled
An inttoductbn to Luria's aphaiology, theory and appli-
carionby Kagar, ar,d Salirg (1988).

2. Anne.Llse Chrlstensen's formulatlon of Luria's
Neuropsychologlcal lnvestigation: A collaboratlon.
Anna-Lise Christensen's formal oudine of Luria's Neuro-
sychological Invdstigation consists of a rnanual and a text.
ln the foreword to her text Luria himself wrote: '... we
deeply appreciate the atternpt of our friend and colleague
Anne-Lise Christensen, to give not only a description of the
neuological technique we use for the diagnosis df focal
brain lesions, but to describe dre very complicated methods
foi evaluation of the s)'rnptoms found, i.e. the careful
qualification of the symptoms which can have different

' .psychological structures and different meanings with
different loealizations of the injury' (1979, p. 8).

In her preface Anne-Lise Chdstensen stated'During a

three weeks' stay in Moscow in September-October 1970, I
studied the methods of neuro-psychological inyestigatign at
the laborarory of hofessor A.R. Luria at the Burdenko
Neurosurgical Institute. At the end of my stay I presented

my oudine of hria's Neuropsychological Investigation to
hofessor Luria. The oudine was in Danish ... my imme-
diate aim was to be able to carry out investigations along
the lines described in "Higher Cortical Functions in Man"'.

Luria's first comment was: 'Of coune it is a vulgariza-

tion - but I have always wanted someone to do what you
have done.' He also suggested an English version so that he
himself could make comments and corrections; which he
did during my second stay at his laboratori in May, 1912'
(r91e, p.9).

Christensen maintained that 'The theodes put forward by
A.R. Luria introduce new ways of thinking which also com-
prehend, combine and extend previous theories' (p. 9) and
'clarifies the demands made on the clinical psychologist in
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the performaace of the LNI' (p. 10). She wote furtier 'It is
true of this rnvestigation, that the use of the method
demands skill and knowledge. Human brain functions being
so complex as they are, simpler methods cannot be ex-
pe€ted to provide the same amount of information, atd it
does seem more reasonable to advocate for the training of
and study by those who use the tool rafier than simplifica-
tion of the tool itself' (p. 13.). Christensen pcints out that
alfiough this investigation will assist in the lopical diag-
nosis of brain lesions, today 'of far greater importance is
the lmowledge ftat can be gained by means of the method
to plan rehabilitation programs, and work both in Europe
anal in the U.S.A. is in progress based on A.R. Luria's anil
L.S. Tsetkova's results' @. 13).

The imponance of translating, Christensen's outline of
Neuropsychological Investigation into Zulu is only one step
towards adapfing this instrument for effective use \rith all
the diverse communities which make up our South African
population.

3. The troika 'Luria, Vygotsky and Leont'ev'
'The names (Luria and Vygotsiry) are ftaditionally linked.
Anyone who has the least interest in the history of Soviet
psychology knows that A-lexarder Romanovich Luria
(1902-1977) was a student of Lev Semenovich Vygotsky
(1896-1934). In the 1920s they, togeths with Aleksei
Nikolaev Leondev (1903-1979) formed the so-called troika
that has played such an important role in the development
of Soviet Psychology' (RadzikhovsKi & Khomskaya, 1981,
p. 3).

The exact influence that each of these great men had
qron each ot}ler has qeated much interest [e.g. see the
articles of the Luria Memorial Iss:,e of Psychological
Research (41),2-3, 19801. Leont'ev's imporlant contribu-
tion has been touched on in Section 2, and will not be ela-
borated in this reply.

R atlzikliovskii and Khomskaya focused upon the question

'What importance did his contact with Vygobky have for
Luria's scientific carc€r?' (1981, p. 3). They argue,
however, that 'The opposite question is no less important:
'What role tlid his contact wilh Luria have in Vygotsky's
scienfific career?' (p. 19). These authors claim that 'the
expression "Luria was tlie pupil of Vygotsky" has become a

permanent part of the assumptions of Soviet psychology.
But what, in fact, is a scientist as pupil and a scientist as

teacher?' (p. 7). They point to a number of paradoxes in the
assumption of Luria, the pupil, and Vygotsky the teacher.

For one 'It would seem that Vygotsky could not have been
Luria's teacher simply because he entered scientihc psy-
chology later than Luria. Luria was alrcady quite a well-
known scientist in his own right ... it was Luria who in-
troduced Vygotsky in the capacity of psychologist.
Furthermore, Vygotsky had not only never formally been
Luria's scientific director but ... to his yery death, had never
occupied a higher official posirion than Luria' (p. 5.)

Another paradox highlighted by these authors is that 'Luria
is lnown to psychologists thoughout the world ftst and
foremost as one of tie founders of a new branch of science

- neuropsychology. Though the range of his interests was

broad, neuropsychology remained the focal point of his
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research tbroughout approximately the last forty years of his

life .., But all this work was done, for the most part, after
Vygorsky's death' (p. 4-5). These autho$ point out that
Vygotsky 'had a number of things to say in this domain,
which 'rere incorporated inlo the theor€tical underpinnings

of contemporary neumpsychology (luria, 19?3). But, they
asked, 'Can Vygotsky be considered one of the founders of
neuropsychology?' (p. 5). Wertrch, in his editor's intro-
ducdon to Language and cognition by A.R. Luria,
identified three rnajor themes 'that chamcterize fhe research

of both men: (1) the use of genetic (or developmental) ex-
planation, (2) the search for the social origins of human

psychological functioning, and (3) an emphasis on the role

of sign sysEms in mediating social and individual pro-
cesses. These three themes provided the cornerstones of
Vygotsky's aftempt !o reformulate psychology on Marxist
foundations. They have guided the research of Luria' @. 3).

4. Luria's Neuropsychologlcal lnvesligallon and
cultural conslderations
An LNI is administerecl in oder to, investigate the way in
which a brain injury has interfered with the cognitive

activity of an individual. Discovering the nature of the
processing deficit is crucial for untlerstanding the be-

havioural changes that have occurred, for management, and

for planning appropriate rehabilitation programmes.

Acknowledging tiat their cul ral environment impacrs

upon the way in which an individual fhinks and interacts

with the world means that cultuml factors need to be

accounted for when behavioural interpretations are being
made.

A distinccion must be drawn between two different
issues. One concerns the restructuring of a productive tool
for the identification, management and rehabiliadon of
head-injured persons, so that it becomes accessible to the

majority of South Africans, and the other is an attitude
issue. It is to the fomer tiat we, and our t"vo Zulu
collaborators (a psychologist and a teacher), addressed

ourselves.

4.1 Luria and the development ot mental activity

In his book Cognitive development its cultural and social

foundations Luria wrote 'It seems surprising 0nt the

scienie of psychology has avoided the idea tlnt many

mental processes are social and historical in origin, or that

important manifestations of human consciousness have been

directly shaped by the basic practices of human activity and

the actual forms of culture' (1976, p. 3).

Luria's investigation into the working brain included

research conducted cross-culfirally, with developing twins,
and also with the effecs of signs and symbols. All these

studies strengthened his belief that 'the higher human
mental funcdons are complex reflex processes, social in
origin, and conscious and voluntary in mode of function'
(1980, p. 30). An explanation of dris definition is beyond

the scope of this paper. If these functions are social in
origin, however, the prevailing culture would influence the

way individuals interprct the language, the signs and sym-

bols of their world, and they would act according to the

goals of their sociery.
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4.2 Luria's procedures and his cross-cultural research

.In all his research work, Luria used the same tasks and
procedures he outlined n Higher cortical functions in man
to discover the different ways in which people engage in
cognitive activity. These are also included in the LM. That
Luria then proceeded to imply, intentionally or unintention-
ally, some type of hierarchical order o his findings in t€rms
of culturdl evolution, as in the then curent German-Euro-
pean tradition, is a different issue and had disastrous con-
sequences for him (e.g. Cole & Co1e, 7979; Taporozer,,
1980). 'For example, I could not find any repofi of the
results of the Central Asian expeditions pdor trc the late
1960's save in an abstract in lhe Journal of Genetic
Psychology (Cole & Cole, 199, p. 214-215).

As Nell, 1990, pointed out 'Crcss-cultural sensitivity to a
family's "indigenous backgound" is praiseworthy in so far
as it attempts !o contexlralize the farnily within its ecology.
However, South African psychologists need to be aware of
the now widely acknowledged Colonial roots of cross-cul-
tural psychology. ... While tJre true aim of crossculhual
psychology is lo deyelop a science of human universals,
this discipline's research agenda was for many years deter-
mined by the needs of Colonial agriculture and industries'
(p. 142).

5. Braln-damaged patlents and the LNI

The objective of our study was o make the LNI accessible
for use with all tlre Zulu-speaking people in our country.
Since the purpose of the LNI is to identify the behavioural
syndrome in th9 presence of brain trauma, it was logical
that 'to assess fte effectiveness of the Zulu version, it was
administered 'blind" to five brain-damaged persons' Cfoll-
man and Msengana , 1990, p . 2l) .

5.1 Administration of the LNI

A distinction needs to be made between the administration
of the LM for research purposes and in clinical practice. In
this research project, aU items needed to be explored. Simi
larly, Kagan (1982) followed the procedure 'carried out in
fuil in this case for research purposes'(p. 231), and Kagan
and Saling's (1988) symptorn charr (p. 36) is a complete list
as per fie LM (Christensen, 1979).

5.2 Validalion of the LNI

Luria himself rvrote of the need to use the LM in con-
junction with medical data, and in particular with modem

radiological techniques. Luria and Majovski (1977) wrote
'... it has become necessary to correlate the discoveries

obtained by modem techniques of neuoradiology with the

neuropsychological data conceming the nature of the distur-
bance observed in order to put the clinical neuropsycho-
logical method ou a valid foundation' (p. 962).

In conclusion, it se€ms ftat the authers of the article in
question have attached a mqning that was not intended,

and an interpretation that is sometimes spurious and fails to
comprehend the fundamental objective of the research. By
stating what an individual can or cannot do at a particular
moment in time in no way negates the dynamic nature of
human behaviour.
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